
SMEE (wriggling his cutlass pleasantly). That is true. Shall I after him, Captain, and 
tickle him with Johnny Corkscrew? Johnny is a silent fellow.

HOOK. Not now. He is only one, and I want to mischief all the seven. Most of all I want
their captain, Peter Pan. 'Twas he cut off my arm. I have waited long to shake his hand 
with this. (Luxuriating.) Oh, I 'll tear him!

SMEE. Yet I have oft heard you say your hook was worth a score of hands, for combing 
the hair and other homely uses.

HOOK. If I was a mother I would pray to have my children born with this instead of 
that. Smee, Pan flung my arm to a crocodile that happened to be passingby.

SMEE. I have often noticed your strange dread of crocodiles.

HOOK (pettishly). Not of crocodiles but of that one crocodile.nThe brute liked my arm 
so much, Smee, that he has followed me ever since, from sea to sea, and from land to 
land, licking his lips for the rest of me.

SMEE (looking for the bright side). In a way it is a sort of compliment.

HOOK (with dignity). I want no such compliments; I want Peter Pan, who first gave the 
brute his taste for me. Smee, that crocodile would have had me before now, but by a 
lucky chance he swallowed a clock, and it goes tick, tick, tick, tick inside him; and so 
before he can reach me I hear the tick and bolt. Once I heard it strike six within him.

SMEE (sombrely). Some day the clock will run down, and then he'll get you.

HOOK (a broken man). Ay, that is the fear that haunts me. Smee, this seat is hot; odds, 
bobs, hammer and tongs, I am burning.

(He has been sitting, he thinks, on one of the island mushrooms, which are of enormous 
size. But this is a hand-painted one placed here in times of danger to conceal a chimney.
They remove it, and tell-tale smoke issues; also, alas, the sound of children's voices.)

SMEE. A chimney!

HOOK. Listen! Smee, 'tis plain they live here, beneath the ground. 

SMEE. Unrip your plan, Captain.

HOOK. To return to the boat and cook a large rich cake of jolly thickness with sugar on 



it, green sugar. There can be but one room below, for there is but one chimney. The silly 
moles had not the sense to see that they did not need a door apiece. We must leave the 
cake on the shore of the mermaids' lagoon. These boys are always swimming about 
there, trying to catch the mermaids. They will find the cake and gobble it up, because, 
having no mother, they don't know how dangerous 'tis to eat rich damp cake. They will 
die!

SMEE (fascinated). It is the wickedest, prettiest policy ever I heard of,

HOOK (meaning well). Shake hands on 't.

SMEE. No, Captain, no. 


